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. Understand what are a DB and a DBMS.

. Recall fundamentals of DBMS development
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Why Databases (DB)? What are DB/DBMS?
Computer science applications (past&present):

compute (physics, esp. balistics), simulations. . .
manage devices
communicate
store and process data

Databases (DB)

Organized collection of data. This collection must have a regular structure,
the data is meant to capture a subset of the "real" world; the collections
are connected to each other and deal with a same subject. The data are
organized in a way that facilitates their manipulation (access, updates).

Database Management System (DBMS) ( DBMS)

Dedicated software to manage databases. Organizes data storage, handles
access to data: queries, updates. . .
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When are we using a DB?

Enterprise management:
Accounting
Supply chain management (inventory. . . )
staff management
commandes, réservations

Scientific data (medicine, biology. . . ).
Sensor data
Administrative data (Healthcare, demographics, economy)
Back-end for everyday applications:

websites: CMS joomla, wordpress
emails/contacts/certificates (thunderbird,firefox)

CIA

Everyday life use cases:
Booking hostel, train tickets
Ordering on e-commerce
Banking account
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Today’s web applications
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DBMS vendors
Main players fo traditional relational DBMS

open source:

. . . hundreds of systems
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DBMS ranking ("popularity")
based on mentions in forums, job offers. . .
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DBMS-related jobs

DB admins
installs, configures, administrates (access rights), optimizes

DB designer
designs the organization/schema

. . . but nowadays (in "big data" era) mostly useful among other skills
for data-related jobs. Those jobs combine data storage/management
with ML.
Some tasks (ex: optimisation) may soon be almost fully automatized.
Deployments are often on cloud, using infrastructure and software of
the big cloud players.
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Why do I need a DBMS?
What about writing a simple program (my own) instead?

Case study: you develop a website to sell chocolates online.

Customers
address
name
CB

Purchases
cust_name
product_name
quantitu
date
delivery_address

Product
description
price
. . .

On any computer, your data will be managed through the filesystem.

products.txt purchases.txt all processes can be implemented in
Java,C, Python. . .
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Filesystem +program?
what you must care about:

- system shutdowns
- simultaneous orders
- performance (50GB in a file?)
- maintenance: web app could stay foru10y, programs evolve
- document source code, data organization
- avoid redundancy (data, program), guarantee integrity
- access control
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Traditional DB approach
Client-server or 3-tier Architecture

products

purchases

DB Server

connection

DB Clients
(Applications)=1 generic C program, can

run "any" database

Server is just a (huge) C program that you did not have to write.
Manages data, evaluates query and updates sent from clients.
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What a DBMS offers (featured in all relational DBMS):

1. Persistent storage of data in files: (many GB of data, up to 1TB)
disks, buffer, dictionnaries. . .

2. Performance for queries index, query optimization. . .

3. Multi-user (concurrent access) transactions, locks, MVCC. . .

4. Security (access control) access rights. . .

5. Easy to use (queries, maintenance, evolution)

6. Reliability as a system (recovery after failure. . . ) logs, backups. . .

7. Data integrity (consistency) normalization, integrity constraints (FK)
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What a DBMS offers (examples)

Concurrent accesses:
don’t sell twice the same train ticket
don’t break when 1000 users try to buy simultaneously

Security:
student J.Doe can view his own grades but not those of Boris.
teacher can modify grade, but students cannot.
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When should you not use a relational DBMS

NoSQL solutions (or plain files) may be a better choice when:
you have too much data: > 1TB
you need very low latency
tiny IOT devices with limited memory
the relational model does not fit your data (graph, time series) and
queries.
your software stack integrates better with other data storage
technology
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Collecting and aggregating data: census

Vauban, 1686B.Groz 17

Automatize census: (Punch cards)
H.Hollerith: mecanography (punch card ma-
chines) for 1890 US census.

starts what will become (part of) IBM.

80 column card (12lines)

Punch cards: main storage device
(data&program) from 1900 to 1950.

1959 Archive center: 2000 cards per box: to-
tal in warehouse u 4GB.
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Hardware: Storage
The magnetic drive (HDD)
Introduced by IBM in 1956.
Several disks (platters) spinning fast (7200 rpm), coated with thin (10nm)
ferromagnetic layer. Concentric tracks on each disk. 1 read/write head per
disk (floats on air cushion).

u 100€
a few TB
100gr.

Main (secondary) storage device since 1960.
The one for which DBMS have been optimized.
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Hardware: memory hierarchy

CPU
registers

CPU Caches

Main memory

Flash
Hard disk

tape

fast

cheap,
more data

volatile
memory

On first computers, CPU u memory access. CPU has become much faster.

Main memory on PC: 4-16GB.
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DBMS history

- 1960: First DBMS (accounting, logistics):
? hierarchical (IMS, by IBM)
? network (IDS for General Electric)

Main idea: high performance.

- 1970: relational model by Codd at IBM San Jose (Almaden).
Simple model. Goal: increase productivity. Avoid
redundancies/inconsistencies. Theory behind (logics) attracts
academics and industry:

SystemR (IBM,74), Ingres (UC Berkeley,75), Oracle (79)
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DBMS history (2)
- 1980-90: relational model dominates the market. SQL get richer, new
data types (images, text), huge volume (1TB) analytical queries
(DataWarehouses). Simplified installation (PC). Prototypes:
Object-oriented.

- 2000: GAFA deploy datacenters, digital economy.
Prototypes: XML DB, multimedia. Keyword search, recommending
systems. Federated DB: integrate information from multiple
(heterogeneous) sources.

- 2010: Web as a major data source. Clouds storage.
New hardware (FPGA, GPGPU, SSD).
Storage/data processing revisited:

in-memory DB (columns. . . )
NoSQL (Not only SQL): massively parallel architectures
(Map/Reduce, key-value systems. . . ).
widespread adoption of AI and big data technology
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DBMS: Turing awards

Bachman
1973

For his outstanding contributions to database technology
Designed Integrated Data Store(IDS) by 1963. Ideas: store data in
single place. Data Manipulation Language. Highly efficient.

Codd
1973

For his fundamental and continuing contributions to the theory
and practice of database management systems.
Early parallel programming. relational model: data modeling, normal-
ization, relational algebra, connection to logics. OLAP.

Gray
1998

For seminal contributions to database and transaction process-
ing research and technical leadership in system implementation.
Foundations of transaction processing. GIS. Fault-tolerant DBMS.

Stonebraker
2014

For fundamental contributions to the concepts and practices
underlying modern database systems.
INGRES. Postgres. Vertica. VoltDB. SciDB.

[https://amturing.acm.org/award_winners/bachman_1896680.cfm]
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Data model: the relational model
The relational model
data represented by tables

- prevailing DB model
- formalized by E.F.Codd
(@IBM, Turing’81)

- 1 table= 1 relation

Ex:
NSS NOM PRENOM ADRESSE

----- ---------- ---------- -------
1111 GROZ Benoit 75016
2222 COHEN Sarah 75008
3333 BIDOIT Nicole 75014

table schema

Communications of the ACM, 13(6), 1970
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Data model: relational model

SQL

language used to query and update data in relational model

- introduced in 74, standardized afterward
- successive versions enriched the language (last version: SQL 2016)
- prevailing query language for DBs.
- declarative : describes expected output, not computation process

SELECT nom,prenom
FROM client
WHERE nom = 'GROZ'

OR nom = 'BIDOIT';
Result is a relation:

NOM PRENOM
---------- ----------
GROZ Benoit
BIDOIT Nicole
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Schema vs Instance

Schema
describes data organization. In relational model: table schema provides
the format of each column.

Ex: Clients(id:int, nom:string, prenom:string, adresse:string)

N.B. this description of data is itself (meta)data, stored in the DB and
accessible to user queries.

Instance
the actual data in DB (that must be organized according to the schema).

One can view the instance as the current state of relation (virtual or real), .

Ex: see on slide 25 an instance of the above DB (Clients).
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3 abstraction levels in a DBMS

external: manages how apps access data; defines what each user sees of
the DB.

logical: defines the structure of data: the schema

physical: defines data storage and organization on disk: files and index

ANSI-SPARC design standard, intro-
duced in 1975,
widespread

goal: containing the impact of modi-
fications within a level
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DB Lifecycle.

- Modelization and specifications.

- Schema design, initialization.

- Manipulations (queries, updates)

- Maintenance (optimizations, patches, evolutions)
tuning can be hard
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